Abstract: In this paper, gain-scheduled Nash games with H ∞ constraint for stochastic linear parameter varying (LPV) systems is investigated. First, as preliminaries, the modified stochastic bounded real lemma and linear quadratic control (LQC) for the LPV systems are studied. The results are then applied to solve the gain-scheduled Nash games with H ∞ constraint for stochastic LPV systems. It is shown that the Nash equilibrium with H ∞ constraint can be obtained by solving the cross-coupled matrix inequalities (CCMIs). A numerical algorithm for solving the CCMIs is developed, and it is applied to solve a numerical example.
INTRODUCTION
The dynamic game theory and its application in practical control problems have been widely studied by several researchers (see, e.g., Basar and Olsder (1999) ; Basar and Bernhard (1995) ; Engwerda (2005) , and the references therein). Starting from deterministic systems, the researches have been extended to stochastic systems. Recent advances in the dynamic game theory for stochastic systems have led to the revisits of robust and multi-objective control problems (Chen and Zhang (2004) ; Zhang and Feng (2008) ; Huang et el. (2008)).
Although the dynamic game theory has found many applications in robust control fields, the research on the dynamic games themselves is not sufficient since there exist some important dynamic systems on which we even don't know whether there exist the game equilibrium, and how we can find the equilibrium if it exists. Linear parameter varying (LPV) systems are such a kind of systems which we know a little in terms of the dynamic games.
The LPV systems have been proved to be reliable systems which can capture smooth or discontinuous variations in the system parameters (Apkarian et al. (1995) ). The gain-scheduled design is one of the most popular techniques for designing the controllers which can be used to adjust the scheduling parameters of the systems. In order to apply the dynamic game theory to the robust control problems of the LPV systems, we must know at first whether the dynamic games admit the game equilibrium, and how the game equilibrium can be obtained if it exists.
In this paper, the gain-scheduled Nash games with H ∞ constraint for the stochastic LPV systems is investigated. To the best of our knowledge, it is first time to study the dynamic games for the stochastic LPV systems. The present paper is organized as follows. First, as preliminaries, the modified stochastic bounded real lemma (Ku and Wu (2015) ) and linear quadratic control (LQC) (Rotondo et al. (2015) ) for the LPV systems are studied. It is shown that the solvability conditions for these problems are expressed by using linear matrix inequalities (LMIs). The results are then applied to solve the gain-scheduled Nash games with H ∞ constraint for stochastic LPV systems. It is shown that the Nash equilibrium with H ∞ constraint can be obtained by solving the cross-coupled matrix inequalities (CCMIs). An iterative scheme for solving the CCMIs is developed. Finally, a numerical example is solved to show the existence of the Nash equilibria with H ∞ constraint even though the time-varying parameters and the external disturbances exist in the stochastic systems. Notation: The notations used in this paper are fairly standard. E[·] denotes the expectation operator. I n denotes the n × n identity matrix. · denotes the Euclidean norm of a matrix. L 2 F ([0, ∞), R k ) denotes the space of nonanticipative stochastic processes u(t) ∈ R k with respect to an increasing σ-algebras F t , t ≥ 0 satisfying u
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